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Chapter 201 Mirage Knight and Black Widow 

Call ~ 

Natasha, who walked into the room, sat down on the chair opposite to Lin Rui, and then looked at Lin 

Rui with a calm face. 

“Miss Natasha, I wonder why you’re here?” Lin Rui asked as he looked up and down at the beautiful 

woman with impeccable body and face. 

In fact, Lin Rui was waiting for someone at the door, but he thought that Captain Rogers would be the 

first one to come here. However, he did not expect that it would be Black Widow, Natasha. Speaking of 

Black Widow, although she is only an Advanced agent of SHIELD, she has played an important role in 

many cases due to her beautiful face and outstanding spy skills. Also, in the movie, the beautiful agent is 

confused with several Avengers, including Captain America. However, Lin Rui is not currently aware of 

anything that is happening between Natasha and Steve. 

“Mirage Knight, it’s not the first time we’ve met. I didn’t expect a vigilante from New York to show up in 

Washington and save Director Fury’s life.” Natasha said with a smile when she heard Lin Rui’s question. 

Natasha knew Mirage Knight from a long time ago. In the beginning, Natasha pretended to be an 

assistant and lurked beside Tony. At that time, she met Lin Rui many times, although Lin Rui was 

wandering around Tony as Jackson. However, in the Ivan incident, Natasha also witnessed Mirage Knight 

and Spiderman working together to deal with the rioting of Iron Man Drones. 

Later, Lin Rui contacted Fury to discuss Hydra and Natasha also secretly observed Lin Rui. Therefore, in 

the whole SHIELD, she is the only one who is probably the most familiar with Mirage Knight in addition 

to Fury. 

“I was the source of the Hydra information to Director Fury and I have some responsibility for putting 

him in danger. Also, removing Hydra will require Director Fury’s efforts. So, I’m doing it for myself. 

However, the Black Widow herself didn’t come here to speak about this, did you?” Staring into 

Natasha’s beautiful eyes, Lin Rui says faintly. 

When Lin Rui spoke of the name Black Widow, Natasha’s eyes contracted significantly. As the most 

mysterious top agent of SHIELD, Natasha’s identity is known only to a very small number of people, and 

Lin Rui directly said her identity code, which surprised her. However, Natasha was relieved after thinking 

about the recent series of actions taken by Mirage Knight. 

“Of course not, Mr. Mirage Knight. I came over to talk to you about your purpose. You know, Hydra may 

be evil, but it doesn’t have an interest in you. Or is there a connection between your forces and Hydra? 

Do you want to wipe out Hydra using SHIELD’s Hand?” Shaking her head, Natasha chuckled, then her 

face suddenly became serious. 

When Mirage Knight appeared, SHIELD did not pay much attention to it. After all, there are many 

Vigilantes in the United States. Especially the city of New York is the gathering place of Vigilante. But as 

time passed, this particular Vigilante’s involvement became more and more important. And when he 

recently went to Fury and pointed out that Hydra was lurking inside SHIELD. It seems that the 



information he knows completely exceeds the information of SHIELD, the self-proclaimed Global 

Defender organization. 

So, after a series of unsuccessful investigations, SHIELD can only conclude that Mirage Knight is someone 

with a hidden and powerful organization. The scale of this organization may not be smaller than SHIELD, 

and it may even be larger than SHIELD in terms of intelligence. 

However, when SHIELD found out that the League of Defender was formed by Mirage Knight and 

Daredevil and other vigilantes such as Spiderman, they were puzzled about their previous inference. If 

there’s a super powerful organization behind Mirage Knight, then why did he do something that was 

totally unnecessary. After all, although they haven’t found out who Spiderman is, the identity of 

Daredevil has long been investigated. 

After knowing the identity of Daredevil, SHIELD was able to recruit him into SHIELD. Although she knew 

the identity of Daredevil in real life, she still couldn’t find anything about Mirage Knight. Because Matt is 

really an enhanced ordinary person, this group seemed to be made of ordinary Vigilante. 

“Since you ask this question, then I will tell you the truth. I should wait for Fury to wake up and let him 

talk to you but it is okay to say it in advance.” When he heard Natasha’s questions, Lin Rui’s eyes turned 

towards him. Since SHIELD thinks that there is a big organization behind him, Lin Rui doesn’t mind 

letting them think so, so he doesn’t have to explain his future knowledge. 

“Originally, I just didn’t like Hydra. But Hydra is not the only organization in the world that wants to rule 

the world and I didn’t have to completely kill them like this. Now, I have some other reasons to 

completely eradicate Hydra. There is no need for me to tell you the reason. Anyway, you just need to 

know that I am standing with you now.” 

Natasha was seriously prepared to listen to some big reasons when Lin Rui said that he would tell the 

truth, but what Lin Rui said next made her brow slightly wrinkled. What Lin Rui said is not much 

different if he didn’t say anything. Natasha now only knows that Lin Rui is really hostile towards Hydra. 

Whether it is true or not depends on whether she believes it or not. 

“In that case, I won’t ask why, but what plans do you have next?” No longer exploring the relationship 

between Lin Rui and Hydra, Natasha continued. 

“Plan? I don’t have any plans. Is it not your SHIELD’s responsibility to get rid of Hydra? I just want to 

help. And as long as Director Fury is fine, I am confident he can defeat Hydra.” When he heard Natasha, 

Lin Rui shook his head and replied. 

To say if Lin Rui has any plans to complete the mainline quest to remove Hydra, he really does not. His 

current plan is to rely upon SHIELD and Hydra’s long-standing hatred so that SHIELD will defeat Hydra 

and he would be able to complete this quest. After all, although Lin Rui has seen Marvel’s movies, Lin 

Rui really doesn’t know how many hidden people and organizations like Hydra are hiding in the world. 

Lin Rui also doesn’t know whether to eliminate Hydra’s mainline quest is to break up Hydra’s main force 

or to kill all members of Hydra. If it is the latter, Lin Rui worries that he may not be able to complete this 

quest in his whole life. Therefore, it is necessary for him to rely on a global organization like SHIELD to 

complete this quest as much as possible. 



“But don’t worry, I will try my best to help you. I won’t refuse to help you with anything that is inside of 

my abilities. I will guarantee the safety of Director Fury during the cleaning that he intends to carry out 

in SHIELD.” Seeing Natasha’s changed face after hearing his answer, Lin Rui added. 

“Thank you, Mirage Knight. Since you said that you can help as much as possible, I wonder if you can 

answer another question?” Natasha’s face softened, she suddenly asked as something occurred to her. 

“What?” Lin Rui asked curiously as he saw Natasha’s expression. 

“Director Fury wants to take advantage of his fake death to bring out the exposure of the Hydra 

members inside SHIELD. I already know. I know that there must be people inside SHIELD who will 

cooperate with us now. Now I want to ask something else, Director Fury sent me to execute a special 

mission, and during that mission, he asked me to copy an encrypted data. Later I handed the U-disk with 

the encrypted data to Director Fury, and now I want to know what information is in the U-disk. After 

Fury got the U-disk, he immediately executed his previous plan and was attacked.” Staring at Mirage 

Knight in front of her, Natasha asked calmly. Since Lin Rui’s previous performance of knowing about all 

kinds of things is quite impressive, Natasha intends to try him here to see if he knows what the 

encrypted data is. 

“Encrypted data? Let me think about it… Oh, you mean that!” Lin Rui had some doubts when he heard 

Natasha, but he quickly remembered what she was asking about. 

“But, before I answer your question, let us first bring in Captain Rogers at the door. Captain Rogers, how 

long do you plan to stand at the door?” Just when Lin Rui was going to answer Natasha’s questions, he 

suddenly turned his head and looked to the door and spoke. 

Brush! 

Just after Lin Rui said that, Natasha also looked at the door. The door was half-open, and there stood a 

large and strong figure of Captain America. 

Chapter 202 Lin Rui’s Information 

Seeing both Mirage Knight and Black Widow looking at him, Steve Rogers standing at the door also lifted 

his foot and entered the room. However, there was no extra seat in this ordinary dormitory. Captain 

Rogers had to stand by the wall, and he didn’t need to sit anyway. 

“Natasha, what was the information you just said? Is it related to Hydra? ” Before Lin Rui answers 

Natasha’s questions, Captain Rogers questioned the Black Widow. He didn’t know about any mission 

that Natasha went on as he seemed to be on vacation at that time. 

“That was a mission that Director Fury gave me before, so I copied a copy of the information in the 

mission. The data was encrypted. The U-Disk containing the data should be in Fury’s hands. After getting 

that information, Director Fury’s internal investigation in SHIELD suddenly accelerated, and he was 

attacked soon afterward.” As there was nothing to hide. Natasha shared her information truthfully. 

“In that case, it’s likely that there’s something about Hydra in that data. Mirage Knight, do you really 

know what those data contain? ” Although Captain Rogers can get the information from Fury when he 

wakes up, he still wants to hear it from Mirage Knight. 



“That information is actually a plan about Hydra. I don’t know if you have heard of Project Insight?” 

Seeing Captain Rogers looking at himself, Lin Rui asked after thinking for some time. 

“Project Insight?” When they heard Lin Rui, Natasha and Captain Rogers looked at each other and 

seemed to be a little surprised. 

“Looking at your expressions, it seems that you know about this plan.” Looking at Captain Rogers and 

Black Widow, Lin Rui spoke in a dry tone but he is ready to explain Hydra’s plans to them. 

This dormitory is really simple and boring. There is nothing but a bed, a chair, and a table. Lin Rui can’t 

find anything to play with. So, thinking about it, Lin Rui pulls a three-level Rubik’s cube out of the pocket 

of the Phantom Suit and twists it. Kaka ~ 

“Yes, we do know about this plan. Is Project Insight a conspiracy of Hydra?!” After making eye contact 

with each other, Captain Rogers asked Lin Rui, who was sitting beside the bed playing with the Rubik’s 

cube. And the fact that this Vigilante is playing with a Rubik’s cube in such a serious situation is a sign of 

something else but he doesn’t care as long as he can help them. 

“What kind of Project Insight do you know? The three next-generation Helicarriers synced to a network 

of targeting satellites that will strengthen SHIELD’s Global protection capability?” Instead of answering 

Captain Rogers immediately, Lin Rui asked again without looking up. Kakka ~ his hands didn’t stop as he 

talked to them both, recently Lin Rui and Peter are competing against each other to see who can solve 

the three-way Rubik’s cube in the shortest time and Lin Rui always lost before. 

“Isn’t this the case? However, because the Helicarriers are still under construction, Project Insight has 

not yet been fully put on the agenda. Even if this plan is really problematic, it will not have any impact 

for the time being. Why did Director Fury react so quickly? ” Captain Rogers was surprised by the ease 

with which Lin Rui spoke of SHIELD’s previously unannounced and most secret plan, despite knowing the 

large intelligence capabilities of the person in front of him. But this is clearly not the time to dwell on it. 

Moreover, although Captain Rogers himself does not approve of Project Insight, Fury insists on 

completing this, and he can’t say anything. Holding a gun to someone’s head and claiming protection 

doesn’t seem like a good reason to Captain Rogers. 

“The slow construction of the Helicarriers are mainly due to the propellers, the traditional propellers can 

not support such a huge aircraft carrier flying in the sky, even the new propeller researched and made in 

SHIELD can barely do this, but the volume is too large and the height they can reach is not enough. 

According to the progress of SHIELD, it will be at least a year or more before Project Insight can see the 

light of the day.” With these words, Lin Rui’s three-way Rubik’s cube has been solved. It took 30 

seconds, two seconds faster than the last time, which is an improvement. 

When they heard Mirage Knight, Natasha and Steve didn’t interrupt, they knew that Lin Rui wouldn’t say 

something and leave it in half. 

“But that was before. You know Iron Man, Tony Stark. He joined SHIELD shortly after he reached some 

kind of partnership with Director Fury, and that includes Captain Rogers’ efforts.” Lin Rui glanced up at 

Captain Rogers inclined against the wall, but there was no other expression on the Captain’s face. It 

seems that Steve is now immune to the powerful intelligence of Lin Rui, although his mind is already in 

turmoil. 



“And what I said next is related to Tony. I personally have some form of relationship with Tony. I believe 

that there should be a record of that in SHIELD. Then, you should know about the anti-gravity engine. 

Tony studied it before because he wanted to create a super-high-speed sports car. Although I always 

thought that this was overkill but I have to say that only geniuses like Tony can make such a thing.” 

When talking about Tony, Lin Rui’s mouth corner covered by the mask is slightly cocked up as he 

remembered Tony say that he would give him an anti-gravity super run before. 

“Anti-gravity engine?! What you mean is…” Hearing this, the two people in the room know what Lin Rui 

means. 

“Yes, Tony has been improving the anti-gravity engine after joining SHIELD to make it suitable for the 

Helicarriers. It happened that he had completed the technology of the Micro Arc Reactor some time ago, 

otherwise such a huge improvement may not have happened so fast.” Looking at the expressions of 

Captain Rogers and Natasha, Lin Rui continued. 

“As far as I know, the improvement of the large anti-gravity engine has almost been completed. As long 

as SHIELD gets this technology, the Helicarriers will soon be able to fly into the sky. So, Project Insight, 

which should have taken a long time to implement, will see its release ahead of time and will soon be 

implemented, which is probably why Director Fury suddenly wanted to completely eradicate Hydra 

inside SHIELD.” The three-way Rubik’s cube in Lin Rui’s hand was messed up and he put it in his pocket 

and said lightly. 

Speaking of the progress of the large anti-gravity engine, Lin Rui knows about it from Tony, there is a 

huge process and some of the progress can be credited to Lin Rui. However, it was Fury who pulled Tony 

into SHIELD and used Tony’s technology to speed up the construction of the Helicarriers to advance 

Project Insight ahead of time, which also let a chain reaction in Hydra getting them. 

“So, what’s the problem with Project Insight?” Since they know that the construction of the Helicarriers 

has been greatly accelerated, and Project Insight will soon be launched, and they also heard from 

Mirage Knight that there are obvious problems with the plan. Rogers and Natasha obviously want to 

know where the problem lies. 

“Well, there was an explanation in that U-disk. But if you want to know ahead of time let me tell you, do 

you know anything about Zola’s algorithm?…” Lin Rui then told Captain Rogers and Natasha about 

Hydra’s secret plan to use Zola’s Algorithm to turn Project Insight to target people who are hidden 

dangers to Hydra. 

After knowing Hydra’s plan, Captain Rogers and Natasha did not immediately leave the dormitory where 

Lin Rui rested but continued to stay for more than half an hour. No one knows what happened during 

this period and no one knows what Lin Rui, Captain Rogers, and Natasha said to each other. 

Chapter 203 All Parties Plan 

An hour after Captain Rogers and Natasha left, Kate sent someone to call Lin Rui. By this time, he had 

almost finished visiting the secret base. After all, he would not stay in the dormitory for more than an 

hour. 



When Lin Rui followed the quiet young agent to Fury’s sick room, Fury, who was previously dying had 

already woken up and was leaning on his bed, talking to Agent Kate while Steve and Natasha stood by. 

However, Fury’s eyes had already turned when he saw Lin Rui approaching. 

“Mirage Knight, thank you. Agent Kate told me that you are the reason that I am alive right now.” When 

Lin Rui walks towards the bed, Fury smiles at him. 

If it wasn’t because of the quest and because I need you to deal with Hydra, I wouldn’t even be in this 

city, the value of that bottle of Elven Holy Spring Water was not low. Hearing Fury’s words, Lin Rui 

muttered secretly in his heart. But still keep a smile on his face: “It was nothing, Director Fury is now the 

key figure in destroying Hydra. Your safety still needs to be guaranteed.” 

“I’ve heard from Natasha that you already know about Project Insight and you have already told them. 

Do you have any more information about Hydra? After all, I’m not too sure if I had got them all and I 

want to completely wipe them out” Fury wasn’t an emotional person either. He simply said thank you 

and started talking. 

In fact, when Fury just woke up, Natasha and Captain Rogers had already verified the truth of what Lin 

Rui said to them before. Lin Rui’s information also made Fury very surprised, it was because of this that 

he asked this question just now. Now that Mirage Knight knows so much information, maybe he knows 

more about Hydra, so it will be easier for them to deal with it. 

“Actually, what I know is not much than what you know. I have already said everything I know and the 

rest will depend on your plan.” After hearing Fury’s words, Lin Rui waved his hand and said. Of course, 

Lin Rui knows more than that, but it’s not suitable to say now, he just needs to protect Fury and deal 

with Hydra. 

“My plan? Don’t you know everything already?” Seeing Lin Rui looking at himself, Fury asked with a 

smile. 

Fury hasn’t felt this kind of frustration for a long time now. The frustration of knowing that the person 

standing in front of him knows everything about him whereas he doesn’t know anything about him. It’s 

really uncomfortable. However, even though the mysterious vigilante in front of him doesn’t have a 

good impression of Shield, but his relationship with Hydra seems to be even worse. This is why Fury can 

trust Lin Rui for the time being. After all, Hydra is a very difficult organization for Fury to deal with it 

alone. 

“So what now? Are you just going to hide out here and wait? Waiting for Hydra to show themselves to 

the World? Are you sure your backup plan in SHIELD will work?” Seeing Fury’s indifference, Lin Rui asks 

curiously. Even though Fury seemed to have protagonist halo on his head due to being the Head of the 

SHIELD, Lin Rui has, after all, undergone several incidents and the plot has been changed. At this time, 

he will not be so relieved about such things. 

“Hiding here? Of course not, Captain Rogers and Natasha both have their own missions. I’ve also 

borrowed an Iron Man legion from Mr. Stark, and when a fight breaks out, the Iron Man legion with high 

mobility and attack power will play a big role.” Hearing Lin Rui’s words, Fury’s only eye suddenly flashed 

with a sharp light as he uttered these words. 



“Well, It seems that you are ready, I just worry about Hydra.” Since Fury has his own arrangements, of 

course Lin Rui won’t say anything more. 

Lin Rui firmly belives in Fury’s ability and now there is even an Iron Man Legion that would support them 

in secret, even if there are any unexpected surprises from Hydra’s side, they should be able to defeat 

Hydra. After all, even if Lin Rui’s strength at this time is not as good as Tony’s latest Iron Man Armor, he 

is not far behind in. 

“What about you Mirage Knight? What are your plans?” Fury asked after seeing no other suggestions 

from Lin Rui. 

Although Lin Rui has stated that he will not interfere with Fury’s plan but if such a strong person is 

willing to help him than his plan will be easier to implement. At least, SHIELD will incur a little less loss at 

the beginning of the battle. 

“Me? As long as you can keep yourself safe, I don’t mind doing something for you during this time.” 

With his brow raised, Lin Rui replied. 

Protecting Fury for a week is a hidden quest, but eliminating Hydra is a mainline quest. Of course, Lin Rui 

is willing to weaken Hydra’s power in this battle between SHIELD and Hydra. 

“Haha, I was waiting for you to say that!” Lin Rui’s answer seemed to make Fury happy as he replied 

with a smile. 

After Natasha and Captain Rogers told Fury about their conversation with Lin Rui, he felt that the 

mysterious Vigilante clearly contradicted Hydra. In that case, maybe he wouldn’t mind helping SHIELD at 

this time. After all, it was he who first told him that Hydra was lurking inside SHIELD, and now he even 

came here to save him. These actions fully showed Lin Rui’s position. 

Lin Rui didn’t know that his attitude towards Hydra had been completely analyzed by Fury and he 

already had plans to use him. However, even if he knows that Fury intends to use his own power when 

dealing with Hydra, he probably won’t mind too much. Anyway, he wants to fight and who better than 

Hydra itself for him to fight against? However, even if he is working with Fury, he still have to be careful 

and keep an eye out. After all, Fury has a lot of secret plans that he doesn’t like to tell others about. 

“So, what do you want me to do? As long as it isn’t something outrageous, I will do my best.” Since he 

had decided to join forces with Shield, Lin Rui would not be arrogant anymore and asked calmly. 

“In fact, it’s not a troublesome thing. It’s just that we need some powerful people to protect our staff in 

SHIELD. And we’re short of people. If you are willing then you can guarantee the safety of many people 

after the start of the fight. “ 

“Is that all?” Lin Rui asks, somewhat unexpectedly after hearing Fury’s words. He thought he would have 

a big mission on his hands, given Fury’s knowledge of his power. 

“That’s it,” Fury replied earnestly. 

“Well, I will try my best to protect more people.” Nodding his head, Lin Rui assured him seriously. 

… 



While Fury and others were secretly advancing their own plans in this remote secret base, Alexander 

Pierce at SHIELD’s headquarters was also carrying out his own plans. Because of Fury’s “death”, the 

entire SHIELD is now under his control as the acting Director. Of course, those who are still loyal to Fury 

and SHIELD do not know that they are in great danger at this time, and are still working in peace at their 

posts. 

“Director, will it be Ok for Project Insight to be advanced forward? After all, the technology of the anti-

gravity engine has not yet been obtained.” In the Director’s office, Alexander stood with a member of 

Hydra wearing an expensive suit and it was the man in expensive suit that just said this. Obviously, 

Project Insight, which should have been launched a few months later, has been advanced to launch now 

and he is still a little worried. 

“Instead of worrying about some possible flaws in Project Insight ahead of time, it would be better for 

you to pay attention to the troubles after Fury’s death. You don’t really think Fury’s dead and gone? I 

don’t believe that guy hasn’t left much behind after he has lived for so long. You know, in the beginning, 

I supported Fury to be the SHIELD Director. That guy was not so easy to deal with.” Alexander, sitting on 

his chair, said with a slight squint. Although he can be sure that Fury is dead because they have no 

antidote for that poison but there is always a bad feeling in his heart. 

“Director, you mean to say that there are still guys in SHIELD that may hinder our plans?” Hearing 

Alexander, the Hydra member asked with a shocked look. 

“It’s not possible, it’s certain. So, we can’t simply be defenseless. In addition to the previous 

arrangements, I have a few things for you to do … ” Alexander then whispered to the Hydra member 

next to him. 

“Yes!” 

Chapter 204 The Battle Will Begin 

Two days passed in a blink of an eye. After ensuring that Fury’s body was completely recovered and that 

he would not run around in danger, Lin Rui safely left the secret base. As for Natasha’s departure as 

early as the first night he came, Lin Rui didn’t know where she went. Captain Rogers returned to 

SHIELD’s headquarters as if it were all right, but Lin Rui knew that Steve planned to cooperate with 

Fury’s agents within SHIELD. 

These days, Lin Rui only saw his Uncle in the morning and spent the whole day outside, not knowing 

exactly where to play. Lin Rui’s uncle didn’t care much anyway, as long as nothing bad happened. 

Similarly, just after having breakfast this morning, Lin Rui answered a mysterious phone call and went 

out. 

“To be young! …” Looking at his nephew’s disappearance, Lin Rui’s Uncle muttered helplessly while 

sitting at the table, and then continued to eat his churros. 

The call that Lin Rui just answered was from Fury, and he was ready to start attacking Hydra. The war 

will break out today and Lin Rui needs to get ready first. It’s best to rush to the SHIELD headquarters as 

soon as possible and help when the battle breaks out. 



“Listening to Daredevil, Alexander at SHIELD’s headquarters seems to have invited several members of 

the World Security Council today to discuss things. It seems that Alexander intends to remove the 

obstacles in his way step by step, and then control the World Security Council.” Lin Rui, who was walking 

on the road, thought about some actions of Hydra that Daredevil had reported to him before. He knew 

that Fury didn’t choose today casually and that today was bound to be a big event. 

“Then, I should make some preparations in advance.” Lin Rui’s eyes flashed as he seemed to have 

thought of something, he took out the phone and dialed a familiar number. 

Toot ~ 

“Well? Mirage Knight, you haven’t contacted me for a long time.” The call was soon connected, and 

Tony’s voice came from the other side filled with surprise. Although Tony and Mirage Knight have 

reached a mutual cooperation agreement before, there has been no formal cooperation so far. 

However, because of their strength and with some intelligence that Mirage Knight knows, Tony has 

always provided them with basic technical equipment and supplies. 

“Mr. Stark, I need your help this time. No, I need J.A.R.V.I.S’s help.” Lin Rui directly said what he wanted 

without beating around the bush. 

“What do you need JARVIS for? Do you want to carry out some large-scale computing experiments?” 

Tony asked curiously after hearing Lin Rui. J.A.R.V.I.S is an advanced artificial intelligence, the biggest 

role of which is network intelligence and strong computing power. 

“No, I want J.A.R.V.I.S to help intercept some of the network information.” Lin Rui at the end of the 

phone rejected Tony’s guess and continued. 

“Intercepting network information? Will J.A.R.V.I.S really need to do this? Can’t you find a hacker 

yourself?” It seems that Mirage Knight asked J.A.R.V.I.S to do too something that is low level in Tony’s 

opinion. As far as the ordinary network is concerned, J.A.R.V.I.S can be said to be roaming at his own 

home. 

“What if I said that the data I was going to intercept was stored in SHIELD?” Knowing that Tony would 

respond like this, Lin Rui said slightly. 

“What? SHIELD’s information?! Mirage Knight, what are you going to do?” After hearing what Lin Rui 

said, Tony at the end of the phone took it seriously and asked in a serious tone. Although Tony thinks 

that Mirage Knight is a trustworthy teammate, SHIELD as a large global organization will have many 

secrets that should not be published. Tony doesn’t know what Mirage Knight wants this information for. 

“I didn’t plan to do anything, it’s just that some information in SHIELD is useful to me. Also, I don’t want 

some information about me and my friends to be leaked out and become common knowledge to people 

around the world.” Lin Rui didn’t explain to Tony why he is doing this and he just explained with a simple 

sentence. 

“Leaked? What do you mean?!” Tony was still guessing if Mirage Knight wanted to get some special 

information from SHIELD, but he asked in surprise after hearing the sentence behind Lin Rui. 

SHIELD, as a global secret organization, although its network intelligence system is not as “feeling” as 

J.A.R.V.I.S., but its level is not low at all. Simply speaking, it’s defense is still above J.A.R.V.I.S. 



“It’s hard to explain, but you know there’s something going on inside SHIELD. I heard Fury borrowed an 

Iron Man team from you, didn’t you wonder what was going on inside SHIELD for him to do that?” 

Without explaining anything more to Tony, Lin Rui asked lightly. 

“Well, I can’t ask too much about what’s going on inside SHIELD because of the deal I made with Fury, 

but I also know that something big is going on, which is probably related to what you said before. But 

what does this have to do with data leakage? Could this incident result in a breach of SHIELD’s internal 

data? ” After hearing Lin Rui’s words, Tony asked seriously. 

“That’s about it, and just in case, I’d like JARVIS to help intercept some SHIELD material when it comes 

out. Don’t worry, I will only take the information related to myself. I have no interest in the rest. 

Anyway, I know all about it.” Now that Tony has understood, Lin Rui repeats his request. 

“This is not impossible. If it is true like you said, I can ask JARVIS to help. JARVIS can only intercept this 

information if SHIELD proactively leaks this information. Otherwise, JARVIS has little chance to break 

through SHIELD’s strict network defense system.” It seems that Lin Rui persuaded Tony to agree at last. 

“Thank you, Mr. Stark, I will help you unconditionally once if I have the chance.” Listening to Tony agree 

to his request, Lin Rui on the phone said with a smile. 

“Well, I’ll hang up if there’s nothing else. You will contact J.A.R.V.I.S when you need help.” 

“Well, bye.” 

Then Lin Rui hung up. With J.A.R.V.I.S’s help, Lin Rui should be able to get what he wants from the 

SHIELD database as expected. However, Tony would never know that the information Lin Rui wanted 

this time had a great relationship with Tony himself. 

Putting away the phone, Lin Rui’s footsteps also accelerated. Now that Fury has decided to take a shot, 

Lin Rui will not miss this good show. However, Lin Rui whispered as he walked quickly, “It seems that I 

really need a Hacker, otherwise every time I encounter this kind of thing, I would have to ask Tony’s help 

and I will be exposed sooner or later!” 

… 

Lin Rui hung up the phone and hurried to SHIELD headquarters. Tony, who is at the seaside villa in New 

York, slowly put a special construction in his hand on the table. 

“Is there information about SHIELD? … J.A.R.V.I.S!” There was a flash of light in his eyes, and Tony then 

shouted. 

“Yes, sir.” 

“When you help Mirage Knight intercept the information, check if there is anything about me, and if so, 

intercept it for me.” 

“Yes, sir.” J.A.R.V.I.S calmly agreed. 

Chapter 205 War 



Captain Rogers has just stepped out of Director’s office at SHIELD headquarters in Washington. Steve 

left after just chatting with the hypocritical acting agent, Director Alexander Pierce. Today is the day 

when Fury plan starts and after a while he won’t need to give these guys any fake smiles. 

As for Alexander’s meeting with the members of the World Security Council that he invited today, there 

are naturally people that will take charge of them and Captain Rogers only needs to do his own thing. 

Not long after walking out of the office, Captain Rogers felt like he was being followed by more than one 

person. It seems that Hydra is finally going to take a shot at the famous Captain America. In a way, 

Steve’s influence is much greater than Director Fury’s, Hydra will not let such an unstable factor exist. 

“Since you can’t help it, let’s give you a chance.” Without stopping, Captain Rogers thought to himself 

that he entered the elevator. 

Ding ~ 

Call! 

Just as the elevator door was closing, a hand reached out and stopped the door. Then a three-man 

secret service team walked in, the first of whom greeted Captain Rogers. 

“Hey, Cap.” 

“Hey.” In a simple response, Captain Rogers also knew several people who came in. 

The head guy is SHIELD’s secret service brigade Captain and he is quite good at what he does. However, 

Steve knows that the entire secret service team are Hydra’s sleeper agents and he doesn’t know how 

deep in SHIELD they are. 

Ding ~ 

After the elevator descended several floors, it stopped and a five-member squad walked in from 

outside, all fully armed. At this moment, the entire elevator was almost filled with these nine tall and 

strong men, and Captain Rogers was surrounded by them in the center. 

Buzz ~ 

The elevator descended quietly and the nine people in the elevator did not speak, but the atmosphere 

slowly became tense. The nearest Secret Service team around Captain Rogers clenched their hands 

unconsciously. The two people standing on Steve’s left and right had slowly stretched their hands 

behind their waists and seemed to be trying to pull out something. 

“Before we get started, does anyone want to get out?” Captain Rogers, surrounded by eight special 

agents, had already felt the small movements of several people around him and asked a little before 

they could start. 

Call! 

Just after Steve suddenly said such a sentence, the four people closest to him moved at the same time. 

The two men behind Captain Rogers raised their hands directly to circle his neck, and the two special 



service teams close to him quickly took their hands from their waist, and then threw them over Steve’s 

wrist, in their hands were specially made magnetic handcuffs. 

Bang! Whirl! 

How could Captain Rogers, who had been on guard, let them get him so easily, with his head on one side 

and his arm raised, and the shield he had been holding in his hand smashed into the side. 

Puff! Puff! Puff! 

The shield smashed a few people in the narrow elevator and returned to Steve’s hands again. It really 

felt like an automatic positioning. And when the shield flew out, Captain Rogers also quickly moved and 

knocked down all the people around him. 

The handcuffs, with their powerful magnetic force, had been kicked off Steve’s feet and stuck to the 

elevator wall without even touching him, and the strong secret service members were little more than a 

few sturdy sandbags in front of people like Rogers. Within a minute of the fight, there were only two 

men standing in the elevator, Captain Rogers and the secret service Captain Rumlow, who also had a 

nickname: Crossbones. 

Standing in the middle of a circle of fallen men, Rumlow clutched a military bayonet in his hand and 

faced Captain Rogers. He knew that Captain America was very strong but he didn’t expect them to be 

beaten like dogs even after making such full preparation. He really felt helpless in his heart. 

“I just want you to know Cap, this isn’t personal.” Staring at Steve in front of him, Rumlow spoke as he 

rushed up. 

Boom! 

Five seconds later, another person fell in the elevator. Although Rumlow is already an Advanced thug in 

Hydra, he is still incomparable to Captain Rogers. 

“It kind of feels personal.” Looking at Rumlow lying at his feet, Steve spoke to him although Rumlow 

could no longer hear him. 

Card! 

Putting the shield back on his back, Steve reached out and clicked the elevator button. Ding ~ Then, the 

elevator just locked by Rumlow slowly opened. 

Da Da Da ~ 

Just halfway through the elevator, Captain Rogers had already seen a dozen-strong armed team outside 

the elevator rushing towards himself. 

“Rogers! Don’t move!” With a gun in his hand pointing at Captain Rogers, who was still inside the 

elevator, the rushing team had warned loudly. 

Even with a shield in hand, Steve wouldn’t want to fight with a team that’s carrying so much firepower 

all the time. After all, he’s stuck in an elevator. However, Captain Rogers was about to use his shield to 

snap the cable when he caught a glimpse of a figure and slowed down his movement. 



Call! 

As the team of more than a dozen people hurried towards the elevator, they did not notice that a figure 

suddenly appeared in the rear. It was almost impossible to see the figure and the person who suddenly 

appeared rushed into the previous team. 

“Who?!” After the man rushed into the line, someone finally responded and shouted out. But they were 

met with a shadow of a stick. 

Puff Puff! 

“Ah!” 

“Be careful!” 

“He is the enemy!!” 

After the man rushed into the team and unexpectedly swept away a circle of secret service members, 

the others finally reacted. Some of them continued to rush towards the elevator, and some of them 

turned their guns around and pointed them at the man in the middle. 

Captain Rogers, who was about to avoid the fight, saw someone intervene and no longer ran away. He 

took the shield in his hand again and threw it out with his full force. 

Woohoo! 

The spinning shield, with Captain Rogers’s enormous force, rushed straight into the group of secret 

service men who were running toward the elevator, while the first two were knocked to the ground by 

the shield, the two men next to them actually flew backward and hit the men behind them. 

Da da da! 

When this happened, the special service members no longer hesitated and fired the guns in their hands. 

Dangdang Dangdang! The shield was still spinning backwards after being hit by countless bullets. 

However, at this time Captain Rogers had rushed out of the elevator and stretched out his hand. The 

shield that flew back was just caught by him. 

With his own weapon in his hand, Captain Rogers glanced coldly at these Hydra’s agents. The next 

second, with a little force under his feet, Steve has rushed into the crowd. 

“Fire!” 

Da da da! 

Chapter 206 Alexander’s Threat 

Two minutes later, only three people were still standing in the corridor, Captain Rogers, the man who 

had rushed into the secret service team, and a fellow who had been pointed at with a stick and seemed 

too afraid to move. 

Huh ~ 



Two seconds later, the guy pointed by the stick fell down on his leg. It turned out that he had just been 

stunned by the stick, but he just kept standing. After the last secret service member fell, Captain Rogers, 

who had finished his battle looked at the guy in sunglasses in front of him. 

Card! 

Whirl ~ 

Packing up his shield, Captain Rogers lifted his foot over a dozen men lying unconscious on the ground 

and approached the man who had stepped in to help him. 

“Hello, I’m Steve Rogers. This seems to be the first time that we have met, Daredevil?” Steve greets 

Daredevil with a smile. 

“Hello, Captain Rogers.” With his stick tucked away, Matt reached out and shook hands with Steve. 

Today is the day that Fury plans to launch an official attack on Hydra. As Hydra begins to clean up the 

unstable personnel for it, the Avengers alliance team, who have been pretending not to know about it, 

and some reserve team members have all made their moves. Whether it’s Hawkeye, Daredevil, or Sam 

Wilson, the Falcon Steve recruited to the Avengers team a while ago, they are all capable of fighting 

alone. 

Therefore, while Hydra showed his minions, Fury finally took out his hidden cards. Now it depends on 

whether Hydra is better or Fury’s response is stronger. 

When fighting broke out throughout SHIELD headquarters, the top floor of the headquarters building 

was where Alexander hosted members of the World Security Council. Alexander not only has to take full 

control of SHIELD today, he also has to take control of the World Security Council. Once the members 

who have arrived today are under control, the future World Security Council will be home ground for 

Hydra. 

However, Alexander did not expect that his plan will encounter obstacles from the very beginning. Just 

as Alexander Pierce calmly introduced the immediate benefits of Project Insight to several members of 

the World Security Council, their room suddenly shook. 

The council members who had been listening to Alexander’s introduction had a flicker of doubt in their 

eyes. This was SHIELD headquarters, and this was the top-secret conference room on the top floor. 

What kind of vibrations are these that it reached here? There was also a flicker of doubt in Alexander’s 

eyes. Then he felt the mobile phone in his pocket vibrate. 

Buzz ~ 

He took out his phone and glanced at it and Alexander’s face suddenly turned ugly. He could no longer 

keep his cool. No one knows what he just saw on his phone that caused the current Hydra boss to react 

like this. 

“What just happened, Alexander, do you know anything?” Alexander was holding his phone in his hand 

and was wondering what else he could do when a member of the council finally asked. 



After the middle-aged woman asked, the others also looked at Alexander for an explanation from the 

SHIELD Director. The vibration just now is obviously not something simple, they are two influential 

figures and they will not miss anything. 

“Oh, it’s nothing, it’s just …” Now that things have come to this point, Alexander has no intention of 

carrying on any longer. He picks up his phone with a smile. 

“It’s just that I need your cooperation now. In addition to agreeing with Project Insight’s advance 

planning, I also want you to support me unconditionally in the World Security Council in the future. As 

long as you agree, everyone can leave safely today, otherwise … “Glancing at several influential figures 

in front of him, Alexander finally gave up trying to hide anything and threatened them. 

“Alexander Pierce, what is the meaning of this? Do you want to control the council?!” 

“Don’t even think about it, do you think it would be so easy for you to threaten us?!” 

At Alexander’s words, two council members hissed, and the others suddenly looked at him with 

hostility. They had no idea that Alexander Pierce was trying to form a faction within the World Security 

Council with him as the head, asking for their unconditional support. It was an international joke. 

“Maybe, I didn’t make myself clear just now but you don’t have much choice now. Since you choose to 

be so uncooperative, then I have to …” Alexander was not surprised to see the arrogant attitude of the 

people in front of him. He only said his own words in a subtle way. Then, amid the confused glances of 

some council members, Alexander clicked on his phone screen. 

Zizi! 

Just as Alexander pressed the button on his phone screen, the metal sign on the chest of the council 

member who had been so rude to Alexander flashed with electrical sparks. 

“Ahhhhhhhhhhhh!” With a scream, the council member’s chest had been punctured by a high-intensity 

electric current, and then he fell to the ground, looking dead. 

Brush! 

Other council members recoil in horror at the sight of the man next to them, while a fast-moving man 

raises his hand to rip the sign off his chest. 

Zi Zi Zi ~ 

“Ah! But just as he raised his hand to his chest, the sign flashed and he, too, fell to the ground 

screaming. 

Puff! 

When the second man fell to the ground, the rest of the people on the scene were afraid to act rashly. 

Their lives were obviously in Alexander’s hands. 

“Now, will you consider what I have just proposed?” Seeing that the Council Members were afraid by his 

plan. Alexander just waved his mobile phone in front of them and asked calmly. 



Looking at Alexander’s indifferent expression, and then listening to the constant vibrations and faint 

explosions from outside, the Council Members’s faces looked distorted but they did not immediately 

express their attitude. The power of the World Security Council is very large, and it can affect the 

development of the entire world to a certain extent. If they are really controlled by Alexander in the 

future, the entire world will be greatly affected. 

Nor did Alexander urge the few people in front of him, he knew that they would make the right choice 

when their lives were threatened. However, he did not notice the small gesture of a middle-aged lady 

standing near the conference table. 

Brush! 

Boom! 

While Alexander was waiting for the council members to answer, the woman who had been standing at 

the conference table without saying anything suddenly took a small pistol out of her suit and shot 

Alexander without hesitation. 

Puff! 

The surprise attack left Alexander with a bullet in his arm and he almost dropped the phone in his hand. 

However, Alexander was not an ordinary person and he held on with his willpower. He was already in 

pain and was ready to press the button on his mobile phone the moment after being attacked. Even if 

the attacker was too fast, he/she could not rush towards him before he pressed the button. 

Call! 

Seemingly oblivious to the threat of a special device in her chest, the middle-aged woman had already 

taken a few steps toward Alexander. 

Bang! 

With her hands on the edge of the conference table, the middle-aged woman rolled over briskly. The 

next moment, she kicked Alexander in the chest, sending him flying towards the floor 

Puff! 

“You! … how could you be all right?!” Alexander, who hit several chairs and fell to the ground, covered 

his chest and stared at the woman who was safe in front of him even after him pressing the button. 

“Do you mean this? Sorry, this is just a simple badge.” After hearing Alexander’s words, the lady finally 

spoke. While answering Alexander’s words, she reached out and tore off the sign on her chest. And 

listening to her voice, it turned out to be a rather young voice, totally inconsistent with her looks. 

“You are!!……” 

Chapter 207 Decipher 

Pointing a gun at Alexander Pierce as he fell to the ground, the middle-aged woman raised her other 

hand and, to the amazement of several people around her, pulled a high-tech mask off her face. She was 

not a member of the World Security Council. 



“You are! ~~ Black Widow!” When he finally saw the beautiful face of the woman who had ruined his 

plans, Alexander shouted out in surprise. He obviously knew Natasha’s name. 

“Alexander, your plan won’t be successful, Hydra will eventually be a thing of the past.” Throwing away 

the artificial mask in her hand, Natasha looked at the shocked face of Alexander and said quietly. 

Black Widow has disappeared a few days ago, and her mission was to silently replace a member of the 

World Security Council who had been invited by Alexander to this meeting. 

As for why she knew about the badges Alexander had given them earlier, it was thanks to Lin Rui. 

Natasha and Captain Rogers and Lin Rui spent a long time in the secret base where Fury was being 

treated. Lin Rui had told Natasha about the dangerous situation she would found herself in when 

Alexender will give the badges to the members of the World Security Council, that bit of information 

saved her from danger. 

“Hydra?!” After Natasha finished saying that, Alexander on the ground hadn’t spoken yet, and several 

members of the council hiding behind her had already screamed. 

“Alexander is a member of Hydra?!” 

“It seems that he’s the biggest traitor lurking inside SHIELD!” 

When the members of the World Security Council were threatened by Alexander before, they only 

thought that he was simply too ambitious and wanted to control the World Security Council. They did 

not expect that he is a part of Hydra, who was being investigated by Fury before his death, he s the 

biggest traitor in SHIELD! With that said, this guy must have planned Fury’s death. 

“Yes! He is a High-Level member of Hydra and the highest level person lurking inside SHIELD.” With the 

gun pointed at Alexander, Natasha never looks back as she answered. 

“Hahaha! So what if you know? Do you have any proof? Even someone like Fury couldn’t do anything 

against us and he only caught some low-level grunts and in the end he died because of it, what can you 

do against us? “Seeing that his identity had been exposed, Alexander stopped pretending and laughed. 

Indeed, what if the council members knew that Alexander was a member of Hydra and killed him? That 

would just be a significant loss to Hydra, but they don’t know how many people are hiding inside 

SHIELD. After all, this time only a fraction of the combatants have been exposed, as have the scientists 

who lurk in SHIELD’s various divisions. And it’s not just SHIELD, there are other important organizations 

that are linked to SHIELD and they need to be checked internally. 

Alexander wasn’t afraid to die, but he knew that they wouldn’t kill him just yet. Even if he died, Hydra 

wouldn’t be hurt as long as the top-secret information wasn’t leaked. Access to the top-secret 

information requires two Alpha level clearance and that would include both his and Fury’s Alpha Level 

clearance, which is no longer possible. 

“Do you think no one can unlock SHIELD’s top-secret information? There’s information about all your 

Hydra members lurking in the SHIELD. Is that what you’re relying on?” Hearing Alexander’s words, 

Natasha asks without any change in her expressions. 



“Huh! What do you know? The top-secret information in SHIELD has been completely and intelligently 

controlled since it was set and you would need two Alpha-level clearance to open those information at 

the same time. However, Fury is now dead, No one can get that information.” Although Natasha was still 

calm, Alexander was also confident. 

“So, what if I’m not dead?” Just as Alexander finished speaking, a voice he knew very well came from 

behind him. 

Shout! 

At the sound, Alexander’s cool face suddenly changed and he looked back. 

“How can you possibly …” “Shouted Alexander as he stared at the figure in front of him in disbelief as he 

tumbled to his feet. 

“Still alive.” Fury, coming out of the conference room finished the sentence for Alexander before he 

could finish. “You’re the one who killed me, aren’t you?” 

“Oh, you know how these types of things usually go.” Since Fury wasn’t dead, Alexander said nothing 

more. He has killed Fury in the interests of Hydra as Fury was a huge stumbling block. 

“Why let me be the head of SHIELD?” Fury asked before he had reached Alexander, staring at his eyes. 

“Because you were the best and most ruthless person I have ever met.” Alexander recovered his usual 

calmness and answered while staring at Fury. 

“I did what I did to protect people …” Fury still couldn’t understand what Alexander was getting at. 

“Our enemies are your enemies, Nick … I can bring order to the lives of Seven Billion people by 

sacrificing 20 million. This is the next step, Nick. Do you have the courage to take it with me?” Alexander 

didn’t forget to make excuses for Hydra’s brutal behavior and wanted to pull Fury with him. 

“No, I have the courage not to take it.” With that, Fury was already pulling Alexander towards the 

transparent screen on the side. On the other hand, Natasha has called up the permission removal 

interface. As long as the two of them are authorized, the information stored in SHIELD can be made 

public. 

“You don’t think we wiped your clearance from the system?” Alexander was still trying to stay calm 

despite being pulled by Fury. While they were pretty sure that they’ll kill Fury, it’s not as if they haven’t 

made other plans. 

“I know you erased my password. Probably deleted my retinal scan. But, if you want to stay ahead of 

me, Mr. Pierce, you need to keep both eyes open.” With that, Fury had taken off his blindfold and 

exposed the injured eye inside. Then, with Natasha holding a gun to his head, Alexander and Fury look at 

the transparent screen. 

“Initiating iris scanning.” Facing the transparent screen, the intelligent system quickly scanned Fury and 

Alexander’s iris, “Alpha level of permission confirmation. Encryption code accepted. Safeguards 

removed.” 



“Do you really want to expose yourself all to the public like this, Miss Natasha?” At this point, Alexander 

looks at Natasha, who controls the computer nearby, and asks. 

Natasha’s eyes flashed when she heard Alexander’s words, and she finally pressed her hand down. 

Huh ~ 

Then, about dozens of Hydra and many other top-secret materials locked by SHIELD for decades were 

sent to the outside world. With SHIELD’s network, all these data were sent to the extranet within 

minutes. 

“Done, and its trending.” She took out her phone and clicked it twice. Natasha didn’t care. It seems that 

she has just found her own information on the Internet, the information can make such a secret agent 

Natasha received widespread attention. 

At this point, Alexander had no other ideas and his plan was a complete failure. However, even if the 

SHIELD wins this time, this event will certainly hurt them and his previous arrangement will not be so 

simple. 

“You know, there was a time I would’ve taken a bullet for you,” Fury said calmly, looking at Alexander in 

front of him. 

“You already did.” Alexander also replied calmly as he looked at Fury. He was clearly talking about the 

shot that Fury had taken before as the Winter Soldier was sent out by Alexander himself. 

As soon as he had finished speaking, Fury pulled out a gun from behind his waist. 

Bang! 

Chapter 208 Steve and Bucky 

A gunshot sounded, but Alexander was still standing intact and Fury was covering his chest in front of 

him and there was an unbelievable expression in his eye. Blood was pouring out from the fingers on his 

chest. Behind Fury, a masked soldier appeared where there should be no one. It was the Winter Soldier 

and he shot Fury just now. 

“Fury!” Natasha, who had been relaxed, shouted after seeing the situation, and then quickly raised her 

gun and fired at the Winter Soldier behind Fury. 

Bang! Bang! Bang! 

Several consecutive shots forced the Winter Soldier into the corner and he did not dare to show his 

head. Natasha had quickly rushed towards Fury who had fallen to the ground. As for Alexander, he fled 

the scene before Natasha’s counterattack. As the direct controller of the Winter Soldier, Alexander 

certainly wants such a powerful fighter to protect himself. After all, he still cherishes his life. 

“Fury! Fury!” Natasha called Fury nervously, reaching out and holding Fury’s blood-spraying chest. 

“Cough!” Fury, who had been hit at a close range only spurted blood while coughing and couldn’t speak. 

Just after Natasha rushed towards Fury, Alexander had fled towards the Winter Soldier, “Hurry up, 

protect me and get me out of here!” Alexander gives Bucky a direct order. 



Shout! 

With no emotion in his cold eyes, the Winter Soldier quickly leaves the meeting room with a gun in one 

hand and Alexander in the other. The few council members who were still alive in the meeting room 

were not going to stop them, and Natasha could not stop them now. 

… 

Bang!! 

As he kicks the last enemy in front of him, Lin Rui looks around in his immediate area. In addition to 

Hydra’s secret service team, the dozen or so people who had fallen to the ground were also littered with 

Mutants. If it weren’t for Lin Rui’s strength, he would have been defeated by such a powerful team. It’s 

unclear how Hydra managed to install so many Mutants at SHIELD headquarters, but Lin Rui doesn’t 

want to explore that now. 

“JARVIS, have you taken all the information I told you about? It didn’t leak out, right?.” Lin Rui puts his 

hand to his ear and whispers. 

Before coming to support Fury this time, Lin Rui had already contacted JARVIS and even made it pay 

attention to the intelligence of SHIELD at all times. Once the top-secret information was exposed, he 

immediately intercepted what Lin Rui needed. 

“Mr. Mirage Knight, I have intercepted the information you need and it has not leaked out.” Soon, 

JARVIS ‘slightly mechanical voice answered Lin Rui’s question from the headset. In the case of early 

preparation, JARVIS can still complete this mission very well. 

“Very good, just send it to that mailbox according to the encryption I said before. Thank you, JARVIS.” 

After hearing JARVIS’s answer, Lin Rui was relieved. As for whether Tony asked JARVIS to help collect 

some other information, Lin Rui didn’t care, he got what he needed. 

“No thanks required, Mirage Knight.” JARVIS’s response was still very polite. 

“By now, Fury should be done with his part.” Having achieved his goal, Lin Rui looks up and whispers to 

the ceiling. 

Brush! 

The next second, Lin Rui had disappeared in place. Seeing the direction where his afterimage 

disappeared, he should be heading upstairs. 

… 

Call! Bang! 

A few floors above Lin Rui’s walkway, Bucky the Winter Soldier guards Alexander as he rushes through. 

Although there were people rushing around, they were no match for the Winter Soldier. If his gun 

hadn’t run out of bullets, the SHIELD agents would have had more casualties. 

After dealing with the last agent who was hiding in the corner, Bucky continued to whisk Alexander 

toward the front exit as the elevator was now impossible to ride. But just as Bucky was escorting 



Alexander toward the front exit, a shield rushed in from the outside at high speed and smashed straight 

into Bucky and Alexander. 

Bang! 

The Winter Soldiers pushed Alexander aside and then reach for the shield with his mechanical left hand. 

Puff! The shield flying at high speed was grabbed by Bucky with one hand. This is not the first time he 

has dealt with this shield. Bucky is more comfortable in dealing with this shield this time. 

Call! 

And after Bucky grabs the shield, Captain Steve Rogers rushes in through the front exit. After teaming up 

with Daredevil to deal with his opponents, a battle broke out within the SHIELD against Hydra, and 

Captain Rogers made it all the way there. He was going upstairs to find Fury, but here he finds Alexander 

Pierce, who was supposed to be under Fury’s control. So, Captain Rogers went for him. 

“Kill him!” Alexander, who was hiding on the side, called out to Bucky when he saw Rogers in front of 

him. Alexander is one of the few who knows Winter Soldier’s real identity. 

Call! 

When Captain Rogers showed up, Bucky didn’t make a move. His cold eyes looked something else when 

they saw Steve. But after hearing Alexander’s words, Bucky’s eyes turned cold again. Then Bucky 

grabbed Rogers’ shield and rushed out, taking Captain Rogers ‘weapon for himself. Bucky is probably the 

only Marvel World character besides Steve who can handle his shield so well. 

Facing the attack of this powerful fighter in front of him, Captain Rogers could ignore Alexander hiding 

behind and rushed out with a grim expression. Although his last battle with the person in front of him 

was short, Steve knew that this guy’s strength was not under his own. 

Bang! 

As soon as they collided, Steve was knocked down by Bucky’s shield. In the past, Rogers did not feel 

anything when the shield was in his hands, but he did not expect that one day he would be knocked 

down by the weapon designed for him. With his right hand raised across his chest and his palm pressed 

firmly against the edge of the shield, Steve’s legs bent slightly against the shield and he withstood the 

huge power from the shield. 

Kakaka ~ 

As Bucky and Captain Rogers wrestled with each other, a mechanical sound came from Bucky’s metal 

left arm. The metal left arm made small quick adjustments from the position of the arm until it reached 

the palm of the hand holding the shield. 

Puff! 

The power of the robotic arm increased instantly after the change, and the shield, which was still stuck 

in the middle, pressed directly against Steve. Rogers clearly knew he could not fight a frontal battle and 

with a twist of his foot, he had thrown away the shield attack. 



A quick slide around the shield brought Steve close to Bucky. Steve, who has been using shield all his life, 

certainly knows how to minimize the advantage of his weapon by denying his opponents the chance to 

use it. So, Captain Rogers got close to Bucky and punched him in the face. 

Call! 

No less skilled in combat than Steve’s, Bucky quickly raised his right hand to block Steve’s punch, and his 

left-hand shield was about to fall back. But how can Steve let Winter Soldier do as he wishes? His right 

knee jerked up and hit Bucky in the chest. 

With the shield still in his left hand, Bucky was pushed back by Rogers. As he retreated, Steve had 

reached for the shield and was about to retake his weapon. 

Bang! 

Chapter 209: Alexander’s Death 

Puff Puff! 

A figure rushed through the high-rise corridor of SHIELD Headquarters building. The Hydra team in front 

of the figure was left behind by the figure. Two seconds later, all the teams in the forward position fell 

silent. 

Huh ~ 

Without looking back, Lin Rui, who quickly solved his mission, strode forward. It’s a bully to use Lin Rui’s 

current strength to deal with these ordinary special forces. Lin Rui can push it all the way unless he 

meets mutants or someone with special skills. 

However, Lin Rui stopped again after taking two steps. He sensed that someone was coming from the 

front, but he wasn’t much nervous. Huh ~ Two seconds later, a man in a dark tight suit came out from 

the front corner. The man also held a long stick in his hand. 

“Daredevil, did you finish your mission?” Lin Rui asked with a smile when he saw someone appearing in 

front of himself. 

Lin Rui contacted Daredevil long before rushing towards the top of the building, but at that time, both of 

them had missions of their own, so they have only met now. After looking carefully at Matt, who he 

hasn’t seen in a while, Lin Rui can see at a glance that his hero suit has obviously been changed and it 

has been upgraded. Maybe it was tailor-made by SHIELD for Daredevil. And the special stick weapon in 

his hand is also special, which may also hide many special functions. 

“Well, the Hydra people over there have been defeated, and now the whole situation has almost been 

re-controlled by SHIELD.” Nodding towards Lin Rui, Daredevil answered calmly. 

“It’s too early to say it’s time to regain control, but it should be fast.” Lin Rui said lightly when he heard 

Matt’s words. 

While chatting with Matt, Lin Rui also glanced outside the building. There, many new SHIELD fighters 

planes are constantly shuttled and impacted at low altitude. These are armed forces controlled by 

Hydra. Originally, these armed aircraft should have been a big killer of Hydra against SHIELD, but they 



have not exerted much effect. The reason is because of the human-shaped constructs that were also 

shuttling quickly in the air, a whole team of Iron Man Armors. 

Fury secretly asked Tony and borrowed many Iron Man Armors, but he didn’t put them here for display. 

Hydra’s armed forces were surrounded by the flexible Iron Man Armors and couldn’t show much power. 

Comparing in flexibility, these new fighters planes cannot compare to Iron Man Armor and the fighter 

plane’s defense can’t bear a laser cannon of the Iron Man Armor. In this way, at this time, only a few of 

the original dozen fighters planes were still floating in the sky. As for the Iron Man Armor, only a few 

units were lost and Fury can afford to pay for them. 

“Let’s go up and see if Fury had controlled Alexander.” Lin Rui looked away after glancing at the 

situation outside, then said to Daredevil. 

Huh ~ 

Without a response, Daredevil and Lin Rui have disappeared into the corridor on this floor. 

… 

Boom! 

As Lin Rui and Daredevil came together upstairs, the battle between Captain Rogers and Winter Soldier 

continued. In this fierce fight, Steve still used his combat knowledge to snatch away his SHIELD from 

Bucky again. However, the battle did not end because of this, and Bucky pulled out a short dagger from 

his waist and rushed towards Steve after losing the shield. 

!!!! 

After avoiding Bucky’s attacks, Steve suddenly stepped back and lifted the shield against his chest. A 

crisp sound came from the shield the next moment, Alexander, who was hiding in the corner, had picked 

up a pistol and fired at Steve. 

Call! Boom! 

By the time Steve blocked Alexander’s sneak shot, Bucky had rushed in at the same time, lifted his foot 

and kicked the shield sideways, sending it flying with great force. The next blow hit Captain Rogers in 

front of him, and the cold, shining metal left arm was enough to hurt a super soldier like Captain 

America. 

Steve didn’t panic after losing his shield as he didn’t just rely on the shield and only used it as a piece of 

equipment! He can still fight anyone with his bare hands. Facing the metal fist coming towards him, 

Steve crossed his arms against his chest. 

Puff! 

Although Captain Rogers is stronger than Bucky, he was defending passively and was repelled several 

steps back by the punch, and his arms that blocked the metal fist were a bit numb. 

Taking a few steps back, Steve flexed his arms but did not take his eyes off the powerful enemy on the 

other side. Two consecutive encounters with the Winter Soldier Bucky let Steve know that this was a 



strong opponent, but Captain Rogers had a strange feeling every time he looked into Winter Soldiers’ 

soulless eyes. It was like, like he knew the person in front of him. 

But Steve knows that this is impossible. Although the opponent in front of him covers half of his face 

with a mask, it looks like he is only about thirty. Steve had been sleeping in the ice for sixty years, how 

could he possibly know a man in his thirties. Unless … unless this person was frozen in ice like Steve for 

sixty years. 

Captain Rogers didn’t know that his guess was close to the truth, although Bucky had not been frozen 

like Steve for sixty years in a row. But he was frozen from time to time after being controlled by Hydra. 

They only woke him up for some special and dangerous missions. So, Bucky actually spends only a little 

more time awake than Steve. 

Call! 

Without thinking too much about Captain Rogers, Bucky rushed over again. Alexander’s order for Bucky 

was to kill Steve, so Bucky wouldn’t let it go until his purpose was achieved. This is the powerful effect of 

being hypnotized by brainwashing, and it is not known how much effort Hydra put in Bucky to make 

such a controllable Winter Soldier. 

And Alexander, who had been hiding behind with a gun in his hand wasn’t going to take on Captain 

Rogers. He knew Steve wouldn’t give him much of a chance. So after a little thought and seeing the 

fighting on the field, Alexander quickly decided that he wanted to escape alone. The danger was not 

small, but it was better than facing Captain America. 

Huh ~ 

After making up his mind, Alexander was slowly backing away. Steve was fighting the Winter Soldier and 

was too occupied to pay any attention to him at the moment and even if he saw him, he couldn’t stop 

Alexander from leaving. 

Bang! 

But just as Alexander was about to turn into the back aisle, a shot rang out on the battlefield. At the 

same time, Alexander, who was slipping away, stopped dead in his tracks, looking incredulously at his 

chest, where his clothes were slowly becoming red with the blood. 

“You! …” After taking a difficult turn, the last thing Alexander saw was Natasha, who appeared in the 

battlefield at an unknown time and who was holding a gun pointing at himself. 

Puff! 

His last words couldn’t even come out, Alexander had already covered his chest and fell on his back. In 

the end, such an advanced member of Hydra died in the hands of Black Widow. 

Chapter 210 Escaping 

When Lin Rui and Daredevil rushed out of the aisle behind Captain Rogers, they saw the scene in front of 

them. Bucky and Steve were fighting each other. Alexander Pierce, who wanted to take the chance to 

escape, was chased and killed by Natasha. 



Puff! 

After seeing Natasha kill Alexander, Steve, who was fighting Bucky, was distracted and was kicked out by 

Bucky. After kicking Steve, Bucky also looked back quickly. After seeing Alexander who was lying in a 

pool of his own blood, Bucky’s cold eyes blinked. Then, ignoring Steve, who was already coming at him 

again, Bucky stepped back and rushed behind him. 

Bang! Bang! Bang! 

As Bucky fled, three more shots rang out in the hallway. It was Natasha. She shot Bucky again after she 

saw him flee. Natasha has no less hatred for the man who shot Fury. 

“Oh!” Bucky, who was on the run, snorted, shuffled slightly, and rushed out at an even faster pace. Two 

seconds later, Bucky was gone from the eyes of Captain Rogers. 

Seeing Bucky, a powerful member of Hydra fleeing, Captain Rogers picked up the shield that had been 

thrown aside before and ran after him to catch up. 

“I’ll go after him!” But just as Steve was about to take a couple of steps out of the way, a figure shot up 

from behind him and had overtaken him and was chasing Bucky in the direction of his disappearance. 

“Huh?” Captain Rogers was slightly surprised to see the familiar figure chasing the person in front of him 

and he slowed down. 

Although the person who fled was also important, Alexander Pierce was dead, and Rogers was now 

worried about Fury’s situation. After all, only Natasha was here. Moreover, it was Mirage Knight that 

chased after the Winter Soldier. With the strength of this mysterious Vigilante, that person should not 

be able to escape. 

Watching Mirage Knight completely disappear, Captain Rogers looked back at Daredevil who appeared 

with Mirage Knight, then walked towards Natasha ahead. 

As for Daredevil, although he was also puzzled by Lin Rui’s eagerness to pursue Hydra’s killer, he didn’t 

follow him. Apparently, Daredevil also thought that Mirage Knight’s strength was enough against the 

man. 

… 

A minute ago, when Lin Rui and Daredevil arrived on this floor, he saw Bucky fighting against Captain 

Rogers. Steve obviously didn’t know who his opponent was and while Lin Rui is trying to figure out how 

to deal with the current situation, Natasha suddenly appears and shoots Alexander. Then Bucky is shot 

by Natasha while he took the opportunity to escape. Lin Rui took advantage of this opportunity to stop 

Steve and chased after Bucky. He wants to remind Bucky of Steve before one of them hurts or kills the 

other. 

Brush! 

Following closely behind Bucky, Lin Rui also has to admire the Winter Soldier, who has been 

brainwashed by Hydra for decades. Just now, Lin Rui could see clearly that one of Natasha’s three shots 

hit Bucky in the left calf. Such injuries would make it impossible for any ordinary special forces soldier to 



do strenuous exercise any more, but Bucky still ran very fast. He is indeed the Winter Soldier, someone 

that can compete with super soldiers like Captain Rogers. 

But over time, the wound in Bucky’s calf had bled so much that even a strong warrior would have 

weakened. So instead of rushing, Lin Rui slows down and follows Bucky. He didn’t want Captain Rogers 

behind him to follow them so he let Bucky ran as far as he could. 

Call! 

Finally, just before breaking out of the SHIELD headquarters building, Bucky slowed down and finally 

came to a stop against a glass wall. And Lin Rui is standing not far behind Bucky, he knows that Bucky 

must know that he is being followed and he also wants to talk with the Winter Soldier. 

Da Da ~ 

Lin Rui can’t resist walking toward Bucky, who is leaning against the glass wall. Lin Rui didn’t let down his 

guard even though he thinks that Bucky may have lost much of his fighting power after running for so 

long with a serious injury. 

Call! 

Sure enough, when Lin Rui was only half a meter away from Bucky, Bucky, who was facing away from Lin 

Rui, turned to his side and attacked him with his uninjured leg. 

Puff! A simple raise of the hand blocked Bucky’s attack, which had been weakened by his leg injury and 

even with his full power, Bucky is hardly a threat to Lin Rui. 

Lin Rui is relieved that Bucky really doesn’t pose much of a threat. The hand holding Bucky’s left leg 

jerked forward to make him lose his center of gravity, he stepped forward and kicked Bucky’s chest. 

Bang! Lin Rui also raised his hand and scratched Bucky’s face as he flew upside down. 

Boom! 

After a muffled sound, Bucky is hit backward by Lin Rui’s set of blows against the glass wall behind him 

and finally falls to the ground somewhat awkwardly. Although the fallen Bucky immediately gets up, he 

no longer attacks Lin Rui without thinking. He was brainwashed, but he wasn’t stupid. 

“Winter Soldier? Or, should I call you Bucky?” Seeing Bucky finally standing quietly, Lin Rui said lightly 

with the mask in his hand. 

This mask was pulled off from Bucky’s face by Lin Rui just now, and he kept staring at Bucky’s eyes when 

he spoke, trying to see if he had any reaction. And Bucky’s reaction did not disappoint Lin Rui. When he 

heard Winter Soldier, Bucky’s eyes fluctuated but not much. But when Lin Rui spoke the name ‘Bucky’, 

his eyes seemed to flash with a little doubt, although he soon recovered to his emotionless expressions, 

but Lin Rui noticed it. 

“Who’s Bucky?” Bucky finally spoke his first words after fighting. Although his tone is cold, it also means 

that Bucky is not completely brainwashed, but still has some self-thinking. 

“Of course it is you. Although you have been brainwashed, you should still have some self-thinking.” 

Staring at Bucky’s eyes seriously, Lin Rui said seriously. 



“Me? I’m not Bucky!” Hearing Lin Rui’s words, Bucky’s cold eyes suppressed the deep memory as he 

spoke. 

“Bucky Barnes, this is your name, don’t you remember?”Staring into Bucky’s eyes, Lin Rui continues, and 

this time he’s even unleashing a bit of his internal energy. 

“No! Who is Bucky?! I am … Who am I? Who am I?!” After hearing Lin Rui’s words, Bucky looked at him 

and wanted to refute, but he got confused and shouted wildly. He yelled twice, and Bucky suddenly 

stared at Lin Rui in front of him and was about to rush again. 

“Do you remember Steve?! The man who just fought with you, his name is Steve Rogers. He is the guy 

from Brooklyn who was always beaten but always refused to lose! Do you remember him?!” Seeing 

Bucky’s appearance, Lin Rui knows that he must be deeply affected by brainwashing, so he shouts out in 

a hurry, hoping to wake him up with Steve, his best friend. 

Call! 

After hearing Steve Rogers’ name, Bucky, who was about to rush over, stopped suddenly. 

“Steve, I seem to know this person. Who is he? Who am I?” Looking up at Lin Rui in front of him, Bucky 

asked with confusion. 

“Of course you do … No, look out!” Lin Rui was ready to go on, but when he saw what was happening 

outside the glass wall behind Bucky, his face suddenly changed and he shouted out. 

Boom! Banging ~ 

Moments after Lin Rui shouted, a missile from somewhere hit the corner directly behind Bucky. The 

blast blew up the entire glass wall and the wall where Bucky was standing collapsed. 

Bucky, located in the corner of the wall, had been affected by the explosion because of his poor 

response. When Lin Rui tried to rush to rescue Bucky under the power of the explosion, he had already 

fallen from the corner of the collapsed wall. 

 


